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Abstract
Coronary artery aneurysmis a focal dilatation of the coronary artery. Atherosclerosis is the most common cause of coronary artery aneurysm (CAA). An essential 
prerequisiteto aneurysm formation is the presence ofan abnormal tunica media in the vessel wall (erosion,ulceration, or hemorrhage in the tunica media).A few data 
are available regarding treatment option of this rare condition. PTFE-covered stents have emerged as a new tool for thetreatment of coronary artery aneurysms. We 
report this rare case of right CAA treated successfully with PTFE-covered stent. 
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Learning objective
Coronary artery aneurysm is defined as any coronary dilatation 

≥ 1.5 times the diameter of the normal adjacent segment or 
the diameter of the largest coronary vessel. Coronary artery 
aneurysms may be asymptomatic or symptomatic. To prevent its 
complications (thromboembolism, rupture, or vasospasm) correction 
of atherosclerotic coronary artery aneurysm may be an option. 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-covered stent is effective and safe 
option for correcting this aneurysm.

Introduction
With the advent of coronary angiography, coronary artery 

aneurysm has been diagnosed in increasing frequency. CAA can also 
be visualized on high resolution CT, IVUS and MRI. Most cases are 
asymptomatic. However, in the natural history of coronary aneurysms 
it may be complicated by thromboembolism, rupture, or vasospasm [1]. 
There is no consensus on its management. Some advocate conservative 
management while others advocate more aggressive approach [1]. 
Here we present a case of right coronary artery aneurysm, which we 
successfully treated with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-covered 
stent (Jostent; Graft Master, Germany).

Case report
A 50 years old man with a history of chest pain for three 

months underwent elective coronary angiography. Risk factors 
included smoking, hypertension, type II diabetes and dyslipidaemia. 
Angiography showed (Figure 1) triple vessel disease involving proximal 
right coronary artery (75% stenosis) with anuery smal dilatation in mid 
segment, proximal left anterior descending artery (75-80% stenosis), 
distal left circumflex artery (90-95% stenosis) and second obtuse 
marginal (100% stenosis).

We decided to treat CAA with a 3.5×19 mm polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE)-covered stent (Jostent; Graft Master) graft. Stent was deployed 
at 16 ATM with post dilatation (Figure 2). Immediately after stent 
deployment aneurysm was corrected. Subsequently angioplasty of all 

three vessels was done. Patient was discharged after two days without 
complication.

Discussion
Coronary artery aneurysm (CAA) is defined as any coronary 

dilatation ≥ 1.5 times the diameter of the normal adjacent segment or 
the diameter of the largest coronary vessel. The incidence varies from 
1.5% to 5% with male dominance [2]. The most frequent coronary 
artery involved is the RCA in 40.4%of the cases, followed by the left 
anterior descendingartery in 32.3% of the cases, the circumflex in 
23.4%, and the left main coronary artery in 3.5% of the cases [2].

Coronary aneurysms are frequently seen in association with 
atherosclerosis, suggesting an overlap in risk factors and pathogenesis 
[3]. It has been estimated that 50% of coronary aneurysms are due to 
atherosclerosis. The next most common cause is congenital, accounting 
for 20–30% of coronary aneurysms. A host of inflammatory and 

Figure 1. Triple vessel disease with aneurismal dilatation of mid segment of RCA.
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connective tissue disorders have also been associated with coronary 
aneurysms. Most well-known is the association with Kawasaki 
disease. Coronary aneurysms have also been reported in patients with 
Takayasu’s arteritis, lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, Marfan syndrome, 
and Ehlers-Danlos syndrome. Coronary aneurysms have also been 
noted in conjunction with infection, drug use, trauma, and following 
percutaneous coronary intervention [3].

The pathogenesis for coronary artery aneurysms is usually related 
to the underlying cause, but an essential pre requisiteto aneurysm 
formation is the presence of an abnormal tunica media in the vessel 
wall (erosion, ulceration, or hemorrhage in the tunica media), with 
resultant enlargement and remodeling of an arterial segment, as clearly 
demonstrated in the atherosclerotic model [4].

The clinical presentation may be varied. Most cases are asymptomatic 
and diagnosis is incidental during investigation for some related 
problem. When patients are symptomatic, the clinical manifestations 
depend on the underlying cause; in those cases, associated with 
atherosclerosis, the clinical manifestations are similar to those seen 
in coronary artery disease [5]. Indeed, the natural history of coronary 
aneurysms may be complicated by thromboembolism, rupture, or 
vasospasm [1]. As the incidence of each of these complications is 
unknown [2], the therapy for this condition is controversial. Two 
options are currently available for correcting coronary aneurysm [1].

First, surgery may be considered as a means to avoid complications 
[6], and surgery is indicated in patients with obstructive coronary 
artery disease or evidence of embolization leading to myocardial 
ischemia and in those patients with evidence of enlargement of 
saccular coronary artery aneurysms with increased risk of rupture [7]. 
Surgical management of CAA usually involves 4 types of interventions:  
aneurysm ligation and distal bypass; isolated coronary artery bypass 
grafting; resection, or marsupialization with interposition graft, and 
the ideal approach has not yet been formally studied [6].

Second, percutaneous treatment is a newer option that involves the 
placement of a covered stent to obstruct blood flow into the aneurysmal 
sac [8]. The synthetic membrane of the stent-graft effectively prevents 
plaque protrusion, successfully sealing the aneurysm—a safer and 
less invasive alternative in the treatment of coronary aneurysms [8]. 
These PTFE-covered stents, easy and rapid to deploy, have emerged 
as a new tool for thetreatment of coronary artery aneurysms [1]. 
Polytetrafluoroethylene has ideal characteristics as a single layer, and it 
can be rolled to form a thin multilayer covering that can be expanded 
4 to 5 times its original diameter (when the stent expands) without 
laceration or shrinkage. Furthermore, the negative charge of the 
polymer prevents blood-protein coagulation on the tissue surface and 
limits platelet activation and thrombus formation [9].

There are two possible mechanisms by which coronary stenting 
might cause reduction in the size of aneurysms. One is that it decreases 

the velocity of coronary flow through the stenosis and attenuates the 
hydrodynamic wall stress on the aneurysm. The resulting decrease 
in hemodynamic forces could reduce the size of aneurysm [10]. 
A second mechanism is that stenting improves the degradation of 
the extracellular matrix structure through the regulation of matrix 
metalloproteinases(MMPs) [10]. 

The indication for correcting coronary artery aneurysms has been 
sparsely investigated and thus has a low level of evidence. It appears that 
the use of PTFE-covered stents is effective and safe for atherosclerotic 
coronary artery aneurysms.
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Figure 2. A: Stent placement; B: Stent deployment; C: Obliteration of aneurysm.
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